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The Ultimate Magical Moment 
 

 
The prompts this time are the same whether you are doing the Disney album or another vacation 
album.  
 
This album class has been called Magical Moments – and that is just what we are going to focus on 
this week. That one stand out magical moment.  
 
Whenever you go on a vacation of any sort there are always stand out moments. Those stand out 
moments may be something quite spectacular – perhaps they were a part of the holiday you were 
really looking forward to. Perhaps it was the very reason you went on that vacation.  
Equally a stand out moment could be something totally unexpected and seemingly quite small.  
 
Sit down, with your holiday photos, and your journal if you have one, at the ready in case you need 
them to kick start the process and think about the standout moments you had on the holiday.  
When you sit and think of the holiday what are some of the first things that come to mind? Maybe you 
had a special day out during the trip. Maybe you had booked an excursion or an event such as a trip 
in a helicopter or a special character dining experience.  
 
Perhaps your stand out moment involved the pleasure of seeing another member of your family hit a 
real high moment. In the case of a Disney album it might be the first time your little one met their 
favourite character. How did they feel and how did it make you feel? On our trip to California last year 
we went to an Angels baseball game. Now whilst I like a good game I am no baseball addict and the 
Angel are not my favourite team. But my husband has been an Angels fan for 25 years and this was 
the first time he saw them play live. That night is one of my stand out memories as I couldn’t take my 
eyes off him He was so excited it was like he was lit up from inside. And if I were making my album of 
that trip it would be that moment I would pick.  
 
Perhaps your stand out moment was a complete accident – a place you never meant to go, a show 
you never meant to see, a meal you never planned to have.  
 
If you need a kick start, browse through your photos and your holiday journal for inspiration.  
 
If you are saving these prompts for a holiday you are yet to take, use this as your opportunity to take 
pictures of things that will work with this. Take pictures of reactions; capture the expressions on 
people’s faces.  
 
You could even take a whole fantasy tack with this page and write about your ultimate fantasy 
magical moment. Maybe it was when, watching the parade, you were invited to join Cinderella in her 
coach. Maybe it was when, taking that helicopter trip, you helped pilot the plane. Maybe, in the case 
of my DH and his baseball game, he was invited down to pitch with his time.  
 
And finally, use what we did in prompt 6 and if your magical moment involved other people as well, 
get them to give their reactions to it as well.  

www.flickr.com/groups/magicalmemories and post on my blog to let 
everyone know what you have done at 
http://dollysdreamings.typepad.com   


